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Day 1 Your driver will collect you this morning and you will travel out of the city to 
Auchentoshan Distillery, one of the rare triple-distilled single malts in Scotland. The 
new spirit is the highest distillate of any single malt distillery in Scotland. When you 
taste it, strong notes of fruit and citrus are revealed because they have distilled away all 
the impurities in the liquid. Take The Classic Tour at the distillery with one of their 
informative guides before sampling a dram. Now travel north of Stirling where you may 
wish to stop for refreshments at The Red Lion Inn, a 200 year old coach house 
situated in the heart of the village of Doune before visiting the Deanston Distillery. 
Take the Deanston Classic Tour and through their experienced tour guides, see how 
they evolved from an 18th century cotton mill to a whisky distillery producing our 
distinctive Single Malt Whisky which is sweet and fruity with a malty honeyed spiciness 
on the palate. Enjoy the guided tour and a dram of their Deanston 12yo Highland Single 
Malt and a dram of Deanston Virgin Oak. Continue north to reach Crieff and your 
overnight accommodation at Knock Castle Hotel located on the western edge of the 
historic Perthshire market town with panoramic views of beautiful woodlands and the 
Perthshire hills. 
Overnight Knock Castle, Crieff – Dinner included. 
 

Day 2 This morning’s first visit is to the Glenturret, (Famous Grouse), Distillery, to take 
the Experience Tour to see first-hand how they make the Glenturret single malt. 
Enjoy a guided tour of the oldest working distillery in Scotland and see how The 
Glenturret Highland Single Malt is produced, still using the traditional methods and 
equipment. Watch the BAFTA award winning interactive show and sample 2 drams, one 
of The Glenturret Highland Single Malt made in small quantities by traditional methods 
at the distillery, and one other taste from The Famous Grouse range of The Black 
Grouse, The Snow Grouse or The Naked Grouse. Travel south towards Stirling where 
you may wish to stop for refreshments at The Birds and Bees Restaurant where 
they serve award winning food before continuing to Glengoyne Distillery, (included), 
where you will create your very own blended whisky. After a dram of their 12 year old 
and an entertaining distillery tour you will go to their unique Sample Room to learn the 
dark art of the Master Blender. Taste Langs Select blended whisky and award winning 
Glengoyne 18 year old Single Highland Malt and create your very own blend of whisky 
which will be bottled in a 100ml sample bottle for you to take home, along with a 
certificate. Return to Glasgow. 
 

 
Admissions to sights and attractions are not included, (unless otherwise stated), as there may be 

changes made to the itinerary. 
 

Our terms and conditions can be viewed here 
http://www.chauffeurtourscotland.co.uk/TermsAndConditions.html 
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